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QUESTION NO: 1

About HP-UX, which of the following is true: (Select three Answers)

A. iscsiutil -l can be used to check initiator node name

B. iscsiutil -i -N can be used to modify initiator node name

C. iscsiutil -m -t -p can be used to add the IP address of the target device

D. iscsiutil -pD can be used to verify the iscsi configuration

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 2

For snapshot , LUN copy and remote replication of storage array, which of the following statement is true? (Select 3 
Answers)

A. add resources LUN in resource pool, controller A and B both added and equal size, which is the best

B. create LUN copy if confusing the source LUN and target LUN may result in data loss

C. create remote copy if confusing the source LUN and target LUN may lead to the data unavailable

D. if the space of the resource pools is insufficient, system will automatically use the residual capacity of safe space as a 
resource pool space

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 3

Asynchronous remote replication in configure storage array need to configure silence perioD.

A. True
choose type of RAID

B. False
choose strategy of CACHE

C. choose type of disk

D. multipath parameters optimization

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:
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176.The following performance tuning method, which do not belong to storage side operation?

A. choose type of RAID

B. choose strategy of CACHE

C. choose type of disk

D. multipath parameters optimization

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 4

S5000 configure cache strategy, if use the write back mirroring.Because the mirror operation requires the interaction 
between two controllers, and the transmission of the datA. Therefore the overall performance is worse than write back 
mirroring.

A. True

B. False

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which of the following description of storage system performance tuning is correct?

A. must be tuned under online business

B. the tuning of storage system can be done with the host alone, should not influence each other

C. storage system's performance tuning belongs to systemic tuning, need to understand customer IO model, the size of the 
business, comprehensive analysis of the server and storage-side resources utilization, focus on storage RAID level, stripe 
depth, the distribution of LUN mapping to host, etc

D. None of the above is correct

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 6

With AIX system, what command is to check whether the disk can identify normally? (Select 2 Answers)

A. lspv

B. format

C. fdisk
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D. lsdev -Cc disk

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 7

Main technical or functional of S5000T storage systems to enhance the reliability of the data are cache may fall protection, 
disk copy, global hot standby disk.

A. True

B. False

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

Main functions of the multipath software, which are include?

A. load balancing

B. Failover and Failback

C. data encryption

D. shielding redundant disk

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 9

Smart prefetching algorithm can dynamically analyze the current business IO randomness and the rule of the IO size, 
determine whether start-stop prefetching and setting up the prefetch window sizE.

A. True

B. False

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 10

OceanStor medium of hard disk storage system scan, by which method?

A. read hard all sectors in order
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B. the use of hard disk built-in media scan function

C. use third party software embedded controller

D. independent development of new analysis software

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 11

About the storage array, which LUN copy function is true? (Select two Answers)

A. when create LUN copy , you can use one virtual snapshot of LUN as the source of LUN

B. when create increment LUN copy, you can use external array as the source of LUN

C. when create full capacity of LUN copy, the source of LUN and target of LUN can't be located in
the external array at the same time

D. multiple LUN copy can share same target of LUN

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 12

Under Linux platform, one of Multipath installation failure is the old version not completely uninstalled, which of the following 
methods can solve the problem?(Select 2 Answers)

A. check whether multipath installation package format is correct, perform dos2unix XXX.rpm
Or to get the original format of multipath installation package

B. the RPM database damage may occur, perform the rpm - rebuilddb, repair the RPM database, to execute queries or 
uninstall

C. perform rpm - q UltraPath, check version of multipath installed, uninstall the old version of the multipath, execute the rpm -
e UltraPath or execute the rpm - e - allmatches XXX.rpm, remove multipath related files, restart and re-install

D. path uninstall may have abnormal issue which cause OS system cannot automatically clear multipath startup of 
/boot/grub/menu.lst file, edit the/boot/grub/menu.lst file, delete the multipath startup, after the restart, then re-install

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 13

About LUN copy technology, which of the following statements are correct? (Select two Answers)

A. the process of copy don't need to stop business

B. only support LUNCopy based on IP network
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C. support dynamic change copy speed

D. support third-party LUNCopy storage array

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 14

Cache mirroring technology means that data is written to a controller, at the same time, to which module will the data be 
written?

A. to end controller mirroring Cache

B. data safe

C. the server Cache

D. the hard disk cache

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 15

Wide port definitions about SAS transmission medium, which the following statements are wrong?

A. wide port is composed of multiple phy

B. SAS address of each phy is made up the wide port is the same

C. port connected with wide port is not wide port

D. wide bandwidth is the sum of the each phy bandwidth

ANSWER: C 
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